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Besides congratulations to those who took part in
the finals of Young Magician of the Year, and the
subsequent prize winners, I also congratulate the
teams who took part in the Northern Junior Day
quiz. YMC had a team in this competition and
were pipped to the winning post at the tie-breaker
stage – well done North East Juniors, we’ll get you
next time! Read all about the day on page
seventeen in a report from Elizabeth Maskell and
Michael Jordan.
Ben Hart (Farrar) spent early July at the Society of
American Magicians annual convention, appearing
in the Stars of Tomorrow show in Dallas, Texas. His
report on this can be found on page ten. The
friendship between that society and YMC is a very
strong one and I am delighted that we have been
able to send an act over each July. So far we’ve
been represented in the US by Jonathan Shotton, High Jinx, Joe Ray and now Ben. Who
will be the next person to go overseas in the name of YMC?
This strong link means that the President Elect of SAM, Bruce Kalver, will be lecturing and
performing at J-Day this year which is going to be a very exciting event. Besides Bruce we
will have An Audience with Geoffrey Durham, Scott Penrose and Richard McDougall in
the gala show, plus lots more too – see page five for details. Remember J-Day tickets
must be bought in advance!
We will be holding the finals of our two annual competitions at J-Day. Auditions for both
the stage and close up events take place on Saturday 8th September so you have the
whole of this month to put together and rehearse an act. Email me for the rules – or see
last year’s August issue of Secrets.
Meanwhile I hope you have a glorious summer – and look forward to hearing all your
performance stories.
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A VERY SPECIAL DAY!
It all happened so fast! One minute I was thinking it was time to
organise people to come in for the July workshop – the next I
found myself on the phone talking to Paul Daniels who told me he
and Debbie would be delighted to come down and join us.

SOUTHPORT WORKSHOP
WILL YOU BE THERE?
This year’s IBM convention is going to be bigger and better than
ever! Some of the greatest names from David Williamson and Bill
Malone to The Great Tomsoni and Lennart Green are going to be
lecturing and/or performing during the week of 12th – 16th
September – and there will be a special YMC workshop too!

So we decided to have a ‘Bring a Trick Day’ and over fifty
members turned up with something to perform. Although Paul
had been unwell for quite some time, he is now on the mend and
he gave words of both encouragement and constructive criticism
to each and every performer – this was invaluable advice and we
all learned something. He covered every imaginable form of magic
and performance from cards and close up to egg bags and voice
projection. Unfortunately he was unable to see the last fifteen
members do their stuff as we ran out of time! But he’d given a
great deal to everyone throughout the day – he didn’t even sit
down during lunch but walked from group to group chatting and
advising.
A huge YMC thank you to both Paul and Debbie for their
contribution to a day which will be talked about for years to come!
I’m only sorry you couldn’t all be there – but do go and chat on
the forum where members will be happy to pass on Paul’s
invaluable suggestions and words of wisdom.

On Saturday afternoon at 2.30 p.m. one hour will be devoted to
you! Boris Wild, from France, will be teaching you some of his
unique card moves whilst we are expecting visits from David
Williamson and Joanie Spina to name but two! Hopefully other
stars will join us – you’ll have to wait and see…
So tempt your parents
with a trip to the coast
for the weekend and get
to enjoy some great
magic whilst learning
from the top of the
profession.
You will need to
purchase a ticket for the
day,
www.britishring.org.uk
for details.
See you there!!

Workshop Dates 2007
As always workshops will run from
11 am - 4 pm and will be held at The
OCTOBER 21 (Sunday J-Day) Magic Circle HQ (address on pages three
and five). Please be sure to bring a packed
lunch (drinks and crisps will be provided
NOVEMBER 17
free), a deck of cards, notebook and a pen
as minimum requirements for the day.
SEPT 8

Workshop fee £5.00

Please register in advance each time Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk
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The

Young Magicians
Club
Proudly Presents

J-DAY 2007
Our Star-Studded One Day Convention
for all aspiring junior Magicians

Bruce Kalver

Sunday 21 October

A practical lecture from:
Originator of the Shrinking Head Spiral Illusion

An Audience with

International act from US

Geoffrey Durh
am

Magic Star of stage, TV and Countdown

Beautiful, stylish Magic

Imaginative and entertaining

Tickets: Members of YMC £12.00
Non-members (10 years – under 18) £15.00
Adult tickets, issued under special circumstances - £25.00
(available after 8 October 2007)
All tickets are available with cheque and s.a.e. from
YMC J-Day, 12 Stephenson Way, London NW1 2HD
volume 12, number 4 • 5
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New act from past Young Magician of the Year
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Solid through Solid Amaze your friends!

pasteboard
penetration
by Ian Adair

❚ effect
A court card, placed inside a tight-fitting envelope, is magically
penetrated by another card. The court card is removed and both
cards can be examined.

❚ apparatus
Two regular playing cards, one a court card the other an indifferent
(non-court) card.
A small pay-type envelope with an opening flap towards its top.
Make two slots using a sharp craft knife. One larger slit is cut right
through the central position as illustrated. Another, much slender
slot is cut just above this but only through one thickness. The widths
of both these slits should be slightly longer than the width of a
playing card.

❚ working
and presentation

side is facing the performer. Once outside and at rear position
the audience will see a small part of the court card through the
major slit. Holding the envelope upright within the left hand, the
right hand picks up the other card. As you commence to push
this card into the slit the fingers at the rear secretly bend up the
section of court card which protrudes. My illlusrations show how
the court card is bent upwards.
Continue to push the other card through the major slit. Slowly
push it right through and, once it has reached the other side,
allow the court card to quickly bend down again, the fingers
assisting this manoeuvre.
All that now remains is to remove the court card, flattening it out
as it is being withdrawn. Both cards are thrown onto the table
for anyone who wishes to examine them.

All Change at
Kaymar Magic

Display both cards, handing them out for examination. Display the
small envelope and, if wished, flash it quickly on the reverse side
where the concealed slender slit is. Pick up the indifferent card and
slowly push it through the apparent slit in central position, bringing
it out at the opposite side. This is simply to show it goes all the
way through.
Now show the court card and start inserting it into the envelope
with its back towards the audience. The envelope is held upright.
What happens now is that when it is partly inside it is allowed to
come through the open concealed slip. Remember this particular

Yes, we have MOVED and we’re
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!!
For more information and to keep
up-to-date with all the new magical
happenings at Kaymar, you really
should be on the
Kaymar Newsletter Mailing List.
IT’S FREE

Just send your name and address to:
The Kaymar Magic Co Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV10 7DN
volume 12, number 4 • 7
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Always Aiming
to
Improve
Chris McGeever MMC
Part 1 - Imitate : Innovate
YMC, for me, was such a great organisation
of which to be a member and during my
time in the Club I got to make several friends,
saw and learned some cool magic - and
gained priceless advice and feedback. I’d
heartily recommend getting involved as much
as you possibly can - either via contributions
to the magazine, at workshops, events,
competitions, the forum or anything else.
Polish a presentation thoroughly, bring it
comfortably up to performance standard,
and show each other what you’ve prepared!
In all of my upcoming pieces in Secrets, I
hope to look at areas of magic which are far
more important than tricks. The topics we
will think about are some of those which I
believe elevate tricks to performance pieces
and make an act truly magical.

Imitate - our magic in
its infancy
Our first theme derives from how we all tend
to begin learning magic; almost all of us
were probably inspired after watching
another performer. During our first steps in
magic we usually tend to learn a trick and
present it ‘out of the box/book/DVD’. In
almost every way we copy or reproduce
somebody else’s way of presenting.
Occasionally it is unmistakably obvious that
the script or routine was constructed by
another because it doesn’t suit the performer
in the slightest. Good examples here are lines
about a personal career or spouse delivered
by a young person. However it is often in a
less glaring fashion that these misfits of
performer and routine may occur. Jokes told
by the wrong performer can feel out of
place, out of character, or sometimes not
even funny. Even certain gestures may feel
totally normal to one performer, but alien to
another. The masterful Tony Slydini had a
manner of performing, movements and lines
which suited him perfectly, but for almost
everyone else they would not come
anywhere near as naturally. A currently active
performer of whom a carbon-copy would feel
most uncomfortable is Juan Tamariz and his
wild, energetic – totally unique - style.

...our
instinctive
reaction would
be to exclaim,
“That’s not
you!”
I refer to this early,
copycat stage of the
learning process as the
‘imitate’ stage. We
mimic the actions or
words of others
because that’s what
the book told us to
do/say, or how we
saw it done on video,
or (most sadly) even
how the magician
performed it on TV
last week! While we
may be able to quite
competently
recreate the physical
moves necessary for
the basic deceptions
of the trick to be in place, it still won’t feel as
if the performer has taken what s/he’s seen,
bought or learned and made it into
something which is really his or her own.
So why is it important to move on from this
phase of learning? Here’s the answer:
Different performers, delivering the same
material, may receive wildly differing
reactions based on their character, delivery
and general rapport with the audience.
That’s why whatever you choose to perform
has to not only (ultimately) be good magic
but it has to be magic which fits you like a
glove.
Imagine Derren Brown performing a dove
act, Lance Burton wearing street clothes and
pulling threaded needles from his stomach or

volume 12, number 4 • 8

Max Maven vanishing a little red hanky.
These images are not only rather amusing
but they serve to illustrate just how ‘wrong’
those routines are for the magicians named.
Upon seeing any of the above, our instinctive
reaction would be to exclaim, “That’s not
you!”
Once we have enough understanding of the
magician’s character and general demeanour,
as an audience we can sense when a
particular routine has been given serious
thought by the individual concerned; and
whether or not they’ve played with the
scripting, gestures, timing, pace and so on.
Of course, from this, springs the
appropriateness of the actual tricks being
performed as well.
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Innovate – our magic truly becomes
our own
The magic which we perform becomes really exciting once we have
the basic elements of the trick in place. This stage of the process is
where we now ‘innovate’ and bring what’s written on the page, or
contained in the video player, to life for our audience. Whilst
rehearsing and practising bear in mind that your audience will have
no concept of your study of magic; they only see the final
presentation which you deliver during your act. We see unfortunately rather often - people taking advantage of this fact, and
stealing material developed by others, simply because they don’t
make the effort to adapt it properly to fit themselves.
Notice that the innovation to which I refer need not be a
groundbreaking new magical concept or invention, nor a
revolutionary makeover of a familiar trick. Indeed the best innovations
in the industrial and business world are very rarely earth-shattering
developments. Anything ‘new’ in fact almost always has its roots in
past practices and known principles. Instead what happens - which is
so beautiful - is that a performer, with sufficient awareness of what
has come before and produced success for others, then moulds the
tricks to him or her self. This is only achieved gradually over time, by
twisting, tweaking, modifying, chopping and changing: this same
method applies to lines, gestures, physical actions and actual
mechanics – in other words, everything about the trick evolves into a
unique piece for that one person.
This is the path which leads away from the awful trap which Eugene
Burger calls ‘The Generic Magician’ – interchangeable, unmemorable
acts which all look so tired, samey and unoriginal. We all have to

realise that there are endless ways in which to present magic; we
ought not to pigeon-hole ourselves into a neat, established category
with a label on it. Instead I’d encourage you to play with your magic,
be creative and dream up the possibilities before thinking about
moves and sleights. As magicians we ought to draw inspiration from
absolutely anything and everything around us - not just perform
‘another card trick’ but be able to express a little bit of ourselves
through our performances, without coming across as self-centred
and/or arrogant.
If you’ve ever seen a magic competition judges’ sheet, you’ll already
know that it’s only so much about the technique of your
performance; the bulk of the marks are actually awarded elsewhere –
presentation, patter, personality, originality, entertainment value and
appearance are all familiar and extremely important headings. The
best performers hit all of these targets, as well as being technically
capable. And that’s not just those who compete: as Siegfried and Roy
have pointed out, to be the best in the business you not only have to
be good, but you must somehow be different. It doesn’t have to be
radically so but it’s certainly possible to be uniquely yourself and yet
remain tremendously popular and ‘commercial’.
I believe that it is in this second area where magic truly takes shape as
a living, breathing performing art. From what’s written on the page,
or the moment you walk out with that thing you bought from
Davenports, to the time that you’re in front of an audience - really
begin to think thoroughly about your routines and play them through
in your head over and over. Set yourself your ideals and run
continuously toward them. You’ll probably find yourself surprised at
the progress you make! Good luck, and see you next time.

We supply magicians all around the world with thousands of tricks, books and DVDs.

IDEM

PRODUCTION DONUTS

On David Blaine’s Magic Man TV Special he makes
initials mysteriously appear on his arm after
rubbing ashes over his arm. This tool allows you to
make this effect happen anytime, anywhere.With
this handy accessory, you can now perform the
“ashes on the arm” effect not only very easily, but
almost impromptu. It also opens up a wide range
of effects not previously possible. This method is
the most simple and practical available and will
produce sharp and clear messages on your arm or
hand. This is not limited to just ashes, other
powders such as sugar, coffee, pepper etc., will
make the message develop!
Special offer ... only £12.00 (n.r.p.£16.50)

BACK IN STOCK AT LAST, DO NOT! MISS OUT, ORDER
YOURS NOW Each donut is hand turned and hand
painted and drizzled with icing. Sadly, the photo does
not do justice to the vibrant colours and natural look of
these great production items. They squeeze down to a
small ball yet they pop open immediately for a startling
production. Great comedy item. May be vanished just
as easily. We are sure you will come up with your own
great ideas such as Multiplying donuts; Colour
changing donuts; use in a chick pan; Floating donut
(these are super light-weight sponge); as a finale to
your sponge ball routine and much more.
Also, the production or vanish used as a running
gag is great fun ... £6.00

Merlins, 15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
01924 339933 www.merlinswakefield.co.uk email merlins@btconnect.com
We accept cash, cheques and all major credit cards

IT’S ALWAYS MAGIC AT......................MERLINS
volume 12, number 4 • 9
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The Magic
The SAM convention 2007 was held in
Dallas, Texas, a land of Cowboys and
oil in early July and it was … Magic!
As we drove from the airport towards Dallas
I was amazed by the size of the place.
Enormous signs sprung forth on either side
of the dusty road and the crisscross of
highways intertwined one another as they
ran towards a city dominated by enormous
skyscrapers that tore through the hot, blue
sky.
We unpacked our stuff and ventured out
into the hot evening to explore the city. We
visited Dealey Plaza in downtown Dallas,
infamous as the location of the President
John F Kennedy assassination in 1963. We
visited the museum there which documents
the run up to the famous assassination; it
was an interesting place to visit - the
buildings surrounding the plaza have not
been changed since 1963, a stark contrast
to the ultra-modern Dallas skyline that rises
behind it. We spent the rest of the days
before the convention exploring Dallas and
the surrounding areas, including their
brilliant theme park “Six Flags Over Texas”.
Before I knew it, it was the day before the
convention and the magicians were
beginning to arrive. I had dinner and
wandered up to the cavernous convention
centre which linked to the hotel through a
bridge suspended above the empty Dallas
streets. I found some young magicians and
joined them for a chat. We didn’t finish
talking until 3am! During this time I met
Bronson who would be the technician for
the Stars Of Tomorrow show. We talked
about the event and I got a chance to see
the stage which was impressive and well
equipped.
The Fourth of July was the first day of the

convention and also American
Independence Day. At breakfast an
American couple came over to talk to us
and were extremely friendly, we spoke for
ages. They represented the general attitude
I encountered in America where I found
that people will go out of their way to help
you and be friendly. I left the couple to visit
the Dealers’ hall where I was happy to see
the brilliant Mark Mason from Blackpool. I
found Eric Gilliam, another “Stars Of
Tomorrow” show performer, and we
chatted for a while. Before I knew it the first
day was nearly over. I had dinner with my
parents and we watched “Magic From The
Heart Of Texas”, a well-produced and
enjoyable show, the highlight being the
sensational comedy magic of Jeff Lee who
was brilliant and brought the house down.
The day ended with fireworks to celebrate
Independence Day and magic “sessioning”
in the hotel lobby until the small hours.
Day Two of the convention was a lot busier.
I saw Mark Mason’s lecture which had the
fully packed audience howling with laughter.
After this I met the rest of the “Stars of
Tomorrow” show performers, Trigg Burrage,

volume 12, number 4 • 10

At the heats of the Young Magician
Mandy suggested that I send an aud
the possibility of performing in th
Magicians’ “Stars Of Tomorrow”
convention. A couple of days later I g
wanted me to perform - I wa

David Boyd and seven-year-old Nicholas
Chow. I became good friends with Trigg and
David and we spent most of the rest of the
convention together. I also made friends
with young performers from previous years.
I went to dinner with my new friends and
then we walked to “The Majestic” Theatre,
a beautiful, grand theatre where the
evening’s stage competition was to be held.
We saw some wonderful acts in the
competition, especially Shen Juan - a
woman who produced literally hundreds of
realistic flowers with a stunning ending
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c of Dallas

by
Ben Farrar

cruise ship workers. It was very entertaining;
the highlight was the hilarious finale where
all the performers pretended to be water
fountains, spitting water from their mouths.
After the show I went to David’s room with
the rest of the “Stars Of Tomorrow” show
performers and we had a party to celebrate
the show’s success.

g Magician Of The Year Competition,
nd an audition tape to America with
rming in the Society Of American
Tomorrow” show at their annual
ays later I got confirmation that they
form - I was over the moon!

where she levitated whilst giant flowers
bloomed from her backdrop. She became
the deserving winner and her act was the
highlight of the convention.
Friday was the day of the “Stars Of
Tomorrow” show and our mammoth
technical rehearsal. There was less pressure
than other performances I have done as it
was not a competition. After the rehearsal
we had about an hour till the show so I
chatted to the other performers until the
lights went down. The curtains opened and

Trigg Burrage performed his technically and
theatrically brilliant juggling and
manipulation act. Then, acting as the
show’s MC, Trigg introduced David Boyd.
David’s act was a short but very polished
modern dove act, performed to modern
music. Between each act Trigg, as MC,
performed different bits of business
involving balloons. Next he introduced
Nicholas Chow aged seven. Nicholas won
the audience over immediately, later being
called the “King of Cute”. He performed
some good productions of various different
items with an incredible amount of energy.
Trigg returned to the stage to introduce Eric
Gilliam from Alaska who performed a
fascinating range of effects presented to
interesting music. And before I knew it, it
was my turn. I presented my current stage
manipulation act which seemed to go down
very well. We all returned to the stage for a
curtain call and photo shoot. The show
went brilliantly and there were no technical
hitches.
The gala show that night was themed like a
cruise, all the performers being well known
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The final day of the convention arrived too
quickly. I attended an autograph party
where I had to sign autographs for people this was a very strange experience. I spent
the day with the other teenagers from the
convention and we wandered in and out of
lectures and had lunch together. I was
looking forward to the evening Gala show the theme was Hispanic magic. Brando and
Silvana opened the show with their brilliant
Hustler and Flower Seller act, which
happens entirely in shades of grey and black
and white, until the end when the whole
scene explodes with colour and with a
brilliant costume change. Then on came
David Sousa who presented my favourite
manipulation act which was even better
seen for the second time. The act uses
powerful, eerie music to accompany flawless
manipulation with red envelopes. Next we
saw some brilliant mentalism, juggling and
the brilliant hand shadows of Gustavo Raley.
The show closed with the truly bizarre
illusions of Hugo Valenzuela and his UFO act
where he pulled a disk of fabric over his
head and disappeared before the audience’s
eyes.
The last night of the convention I spent
saying goodbye to my new friends and
“magic-ing” until late. My trip was brilliant. I
made some great new friends, saw some
brilliant magic and had a great time. I was
sad to leave the dusty, desolate countryside
of Texas and even more sad to leave the
warm hearts and warm weather of America.
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President of TMC & Ben Hart

BEN SCOOPS T

Joe Ray
But it was a close contest…
Lexi Watterson

I can honestly say that all the acts in the finals of the Young
Magician of the Year competition were of a high enough
standard for anyone of them to take the top prize – I was so glad
I wasn’t a judge!

and cards, with a levitating and danc
highlight of his act.

Michael Jordan, with his sister Siobhan, fi
smiles and energy as he used D’Lites, van
juggling balls and a big box illusion to im

The entrants performed twice – and their day started early in the
morning with technical rehearsals. The afternoon show was a
dress rehearsal in front of a live audience and practically every
act had some sort of problem from dropping props to missed
music cues and torn costumes. Paul Daniels was there in the
audience which was a little unnerving but he came to the
‘dressing room’ afterwards and offered words of encouragement
to all.

Marcus Taylor gave the audience
manipulations and the production of bo
and larger throughout the act.

At last the curtains rose (or rather slid across) for the moment of
truth – a packed auditorium of friends, family and judges
witnessed a top class show.

James Milner was very relaxed, arriving o
and using Sidewalk Shuffle and Linking
entertain.

Joe Ray performed technically brilliant manipulations of coins

Joshua Miller, dressed as a wiza

Marcus Taylor

Lexi Watterson was sweet and compellin
words and imaginative use of an old fa
housed ropes, torn and restored papers a
as a photo effect.

Ben Farrar & previous YMOT
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Micheal Jordon - High Jinx

n Hart

PS THE TITLE!

vitating and dancing money bag as a

s sister Siobhan, filled the stage with fun,
e used D’Lites, vanishing and reappearing
g box illusion to impress the judges.

the audience some excellent card
production of bottles which got larger
the act.

weet and compelling with some plays on
e use of an old fashioned camera which
restored papers and an egg bag as well

manipulations into a cauldron and had a fascinating skull
shaped zombie as well as Linking Rings and a dancing
broomstick.
Then, finally, Ben Hart (Farrar) impressed the audience with
unusual props themed to electricity and light, using a dancing
flex and appearing giant light bulb before a thought-provoking
Linking Ring routine in which the rings got smaller and smaller;
he ended with a salt pour.
As you now know Ben won the title of Young Magician of the
Year and will hold this for two years. Meanwhile Joe Ray was
runner-up and Lexi Watterson went back to the Isle of Man with
third prize.
Well done everyone!

relaxed, arriving on stage by skateboard
huffle and Linking Rings to amuse and

And now it’s time to work towards the competitions at J-Day!

sed as a wizard, performed card

❚

& previous YMOTY Steve Dela

James Milner

Report and Photographs - Mandy Davis

Joshua Miller
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This lady is a Queen but this is not a card trick

flowers for a lady

❚ the effect
A jumbo Queen card is shown on both sides and then
covered with an opaque cloth which is also clearly shown
on both sides. Whipped away, the cloth reveals a bunch of
flowers resting on top of the card.

❚ apparatus

❚ working and
presentation
Using your left hand fingers and thumb pick up the card, the fingers covering
the protruding flower ends. Display both sides of the card. Explain that ‘she’ is
a special lady and you would like to present her with some flowers.
The right hand picks up the cloth and in a one-handed move, displays it on
both sides. The cloth is draped over the flat surface of the card which should
now be edge-on towards the audience.

Two jumbo cards, with matching backs – one must be a
Queen.

When you wish to produce the flowers on top of the card, simply pull back the
cloth – at the same time the fingers and thumb draw out their ends and
swiftly bring them up onto the top surface. This should be executed as one
definite movement.

Eight or ten spring paper flowers tied together.
An opaque cloth or napkin which will cover the card when

Whip away the cloth and display the bunch of flowers resting on top of the
Queen.

draped over.
Refer to my drawings and you will see that the non court
card has one edge cut from its top area and this can be
done neatly by using a sharp craft knife. Apply some Pritstick (or similar) onto the back edges of the Queen card, as
shown by the dotted lines, keeping the uppermost edges
open. Now place the trimmed card carefully on top of the
other and press down. This forms a pocket, between the
two cards, with an opening along one edge.

❚ set up
Fold the spring flowers flat and spread them out sideways
as you insert them between both cards so they are
concealed within the pocket card. The end sections of the
spring flowers (which are fastened together) are made to
protrude.
The jumbo card should be nearby, with the Queen
uppermost, and the cloth should be easily accessible.
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Homing in on History

life of one of the best of modern magicians”.

Doug Henning

Doug ran in the 1993 federal election in
Canada as a candidate for the ‘Natural Law
Party’ - which proposed yogic flying as a
solution to the problems of the nation! He had
also planned to build Veda (meaning
‘knowledge’) Land, a $1.5 billion TM-themed
park near Niagara Falls. Its plans included a
Magic Flying Chariot Ride that would “take the
visitor deep inside the molecular structure of a
rose” and the Courtyard of Illusion, with “the
world’s only levitating building, which floats 15
feet above water” (and apparently would have
been officially opened by a helicopter passing a
large ring around the suspended building).
Fortunately (perhaps unfortunately for some)
Veda Land was never built!

(1947-2000)
Douglas James Henning was born in Canada
on May 3rd 1947. By the time he died he was
remembered as a man who went against the
stereotypical image of the stage magician,
instead wearing casual clothes - more
specifically clothes that were complimentary to
his eccentric personality.
Doug’s interest in magic began at the age of
six after watching a magician on The Ed
Sullivan Show levitate a lady - apparently his
mother’s explanation of the illusion (“That’s
magic”) did not satisfy his interest. His first
public performance was for a friend’s birthday
party at the age of fourteen. Soon after he
advertised his talent in a local paper, the ad
reading “Magician, Have Rabbit, Will Travel”!
This was followed by a series of performances
on local television.
Doug attended McMaster University to study
psychology, intending to continue his studies at
medical school. During this time he still
performed regularly at clubs, and other venues,
and was reported as saying: “During college, I
was making as much as $5000 a year”.
However his plans for becoming a doctor were
soon replaced by the possibility of a magic
career. In 1971 Henning applied for a Canadian
Council grant, only to receive a rejection stating
“Magic is not a fine art”. So he traveled to
Montreal, performed for the Canadian Council
and thus convinced them to grant him $4000
to pursue the study of magic as an art. At the
age of twenty-four Doug traveled great
distances to learn from magicians such as Tony
Slydini and Dai Vernon (‘The Professor’). In
1972 Dai Vernon wrote in the March issue of
Genii “I predict that if he keeps up with his
present schedule of study and dedication,
Doug Henning will be a great success in magic
and he will help magic itself consequently”.
Indeed, Doug’s intention from the outset had
been clear – to return magic to its ‘glory days’.
In 1973 he sought financial support ($5000
from his mother and a further $40,000 raised)
in order to develop a live theatrical show:
‘Spellbound’. After eight months of rehearsal
the show opened and won critical acclaim,
breaking box office ticket records - audiences
loved Doug’s style. New York producers began
negotiations for the show to be released on
Broadway. The show re-opened in 1974, this
time on Broadway, as ‘The Magic Show’ and
ran for the next four and a half years, a total of
1920 performances.
The show’s success led to NBC approaching
Doug for a TV special. In December 1975

By
Sam Clarke

‘Doug Hennings’ World of Magic’ was viewed
by 50 million, more people than had ever even
seen Houdini in his lifetime! Incidentally
Houdini was one of Doug’s heroes; he even
wrote a book entitled ‘Houdini: His Legend and
His Magic’. For seven years Doug continued
these once a year television specials, ultimately
receiving seven Emmy nominations for them.
Arguably the most important factor that led to
Doug Henning’s success was his presentation.
He was naturally exuberant and his colourful
costumes and props made old illusions or selfworking effects seem original.
Perhaps the most surprising part of the Doug
Henning story is the fact that he left magic in
1986 in order to study ‘Transcendental
Meditation’ (TM), joining a group that claimed
to have the gift of ‘yogic flying’ - apparently
genuine levitation. In 1986 he sold his illusions
to David Copperfield, Siegfried
and Roy and other entertainers.
Without going into too much
detail about TM the group
claimed to be able to teach
supernormal powers such as the
ability to become invisible, to see
hidden things, to walk through
walls and to fly through the air.
The problem was that one had
to pay thousands of dollars to
learn secrets which have never
been demonstrated or proven to
an outsider. As Martin Gardner
wrote at that time “I feel a
keener regret than most people
over the way in which the Hindu
cult of Transcendental
Meditation has taken over the
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In 1999 rumours spread about Doug Henning
returning to magic; he had been seen in magic
shops and soon announced that he would be
doing magic again to fundraise for the
University of World Peace. In October 1999
Magic Magazine asked him “If you could tell
magicians one thing about your return to
magic, what would it be?” He answered “You
ain’t seen nothin’ yet!”
However, on 7th February 2000 Doug
Henning died of liver cancer at the age of 52
at his home in Los Angeles. One can only
speculate as to what this ‘return to magic’
would have consisted of…
I shall end most appropriately with Doug
Henning’s final words from ‘The World of
Magic’:
“Anything the mind can conceive is possible.
Nothing is impossible. All you have to do is
look within and you can realize your fondest
dreams. I would like to wish each one of you
all of life’s wonders and a joyful age of
enlightenment”.
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A trick with the
simplest of props!

a simple snap
by Stephen Buxton
I am delighted to welcome Stephen Buxton to the pages of ‘Secrets’.
Stephen first discovered magic when he was about ten, and the Paul
Daniels’ magic range was all the rage, but he did lose interest after a
while. However, whilst attending university in the early nineties, he
regained his interest - particularly with elastic bands. He is now a
semi-professional children's entertainer, and close-up performer, and a
member of Coventry Magic Circle and the Leamington & Warwick
Magical Society. It is with the latter society that he runs a small band
of youngsters in a successful Junior Society. He is also a chartered
engineer and spends his spare time (when not practicing magic or
designing bits for aircraft) writing puzzles, a hobby that he shares
with our own Ali Bongo!
One night, several years ago, I was messing about with an elastic
band (as I often do) and surprised myself when I somehow or
another managed to get to a position where I could break and
restore it. Further playing around was required before I could finally
recreate the move. I now use this all the time, as it is (in my opinion)
the easiest and cleanest set up to a broken and restored elastic band
effect. Modesty prevents me from calling it The Buxton Snap,
although the thought of having a move named after me would be
quite nice, and a lot simpler than changing my name to "The Amazing
Double Lift"!

❚ apparatus
You need a small, thin elastic band. The size of it greatly depends on
the distance between your first finger and thumb when you make a
"C" shape with your hands. You want the band, when placed over
the first finger and thumb, to be slightly stretched but still have
plenty of stretch available. My favourite bands are the coloured
Helix rubber bands sold on a tree. I used to see these on sale all
over the place but, lately, have only seen them in branches of The
Stationary Box. I like these bands as they are colourful and, unlike
other coloured bands, they do not fade after stretching. They also
have uniform sizes which means I always know I am going to get
the right size band for my fingers.
Whatever band you use make sure it is thin. Thick bands should be
avoided because
a)
b)

It is apparent when the bands are doubled up
When you release the stretched band it will REALLY hurt!

❚ the effect
and its secrets

With your right first finger and thumb grasp hold of the lower
strand and pull it up in front of the upper strand. As you do this,
move your left first finger and thumb so that they touch at their
tips. Make sure that the loops created by this move do not fall off
your finger and thumb. As you pull your right hand upwards, you
will find that the right first finger does not need to maintain the
grip - let the right thumb hold the loop in place.
The left first finger needs to enter the loop that is around the left
thumb. The easiest way to do this is for the first finger, still in
contact with the thumb, to slide over the thumb and enter the
loop from above the thumb. Once in the loop, the left thumb
withdraws. If you have done this right you should have two loops
around your left first finger that are the mirror image of each
other.
Maintaining the tension, with the right thumb, insert your right
middle finger into the two loops that are around your left first
finger from the same direction as the left first finger. Pull these
two fingers apart. As you do this relax the tension with your right
thumb. This will make the loop decrease in size As you continue
this action insert the other fingers from both hands into the
double loop. As you pull this double loop apart the loop, which is
around your right thumb, will get so small that you need to take it
off your thumb (or else it will turn purple and we aren't doing any
colour changing digit effects here!). To prevent the loop from
shooting off in an uncontrolled manner, ensure that it is gripped
between the right thumb and right first finger. When that loop (or
"tang") is very small it is time to break the band. Because you are
using a thin band it should not look like the band is doubled up.
Using your first finger and thumb of each hand, give the band a
really good pull and the sound of the tang snapping through the
double loop mimics the sound of a snapping band perfectly.

Start with your left hand making that C-shape with your left thumb
and first finger. The C-shape needs to be parallel to the floor.
Loop your band around the first finger and thumb of your left
hand. The band should not be doubled up nor have any extra
loops in it. Make sure that the band is at the base of the
fingernail and thumbnail.

Hold the doubled up band that is mimicking a single strand so it is
stretched and display - not for too long - that the band is broken.
Now release the band from one hand so it flies into the fist of the
other. Make a magical gesture - and now display the newly
restored band.
Have fun!
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The Northern Junior Day Of Magic 2007
The 07/07/07 was the day of the
Northern Junior Day in Harrogate;
young magicians travelled from across
the country to be there. We all
gathered in the friendly and buzzing
church hall and once we were
registered we had a chance to look
around the dealers on hand.
After we’d been officially
welcomed by Cynthia Neptune,
the organiser of the event, we sat
down to watch the close-up
competitions. Entering this time
were James Orr, Christopher
Michie, Steven Bridges, Michael
Jordan, Joe Harper, David Hoyes,
Jack Gleadow and Jack Clarke with a large variety of skills, tricks and
personalities.
This was followed by a workshop with
Jon Marshall, who showed us many
different types of card boxes, and
had us all making our own
changing devices out of paper. Split
into small groups we then
performed ideas that we had come
up with using the changing device.
It was now time for the annual
quiz in which four teams from
different junior clubs competed
against each other, testing their
knowledge of magic. The teams
were made up of The Young
Magicians Club, The Humberside Junior
Section, The Yorkshire Juniors and The
North East Juniors. The first teams to
compete against each other were the
Yorkshire Juniors and the Young
Magicians Club. Representing the YMC
were Elizabeth Maskell, Graham
Colvan, Mandy Colvan and Jack
Mankel. The YMC knocked out the
Yorkshire Juniors 16 points to 14! Next
were the Humberside Juniors who
were beaten by the North East Junior
Section - leaving The Young Magicians
Club and the North East Junior Section
to battle it out in the finals later in the
day. This was a fierce competition and

it was neck and neck, resulting in a tie
breaker which was answered the
quickest by The North East Juniors who
were the winners for this year. Their
team consisted of Steven Bridges, Jack

Amethyst, who taught everybody how
to stack dice, using many different
techniques. It was by far the noisiest
part of the day!
Cynthia Neptune then presented a
knowledgeable and informative
workshop on drawer boxes and
silks, showing us some of her own
presentation ideas and tips on
looking after your silks.

Reported by
Elizabeth Maskell
and Michael Jordan

After this it was time for the stage
competition. Assisted by a small
team of young magicians working
backstage the five acts flowed
smoothly from one to the other.
Competing were James Orr,
Christopher Michie, Mandy Colvan,
Jack Gleadow and Steven Bridges. We
witnessed lots of enthusiasm, humour
and talent.
Towards the end of the day we had
a mini gala show; I assisted
backstage along with Mandy and
the hard-working Graham. The first
act was High Jinx who performed
their award-winning act, followed
by Clive Moore, with Amethyst
making a great end to the show.
To finish the day the winners of the
competitions were announced:

Top picture - North East Juniors
Bottom picture - YMC
Both teams pictured with Jean Ellison
Photos by Jon Marshall

Gleadow, Christopher Michie, and
Kirstie Russell. Well done guys!
After this we were definitely ready for
our lunch, which was ordered straight
from the local chippy, but we still had
plenty more to come in the afternoon!
The next workshop wasn’t really magic
but a lot of fun and something very
different. It was a session on dice
stacking given by Danny Hunt, from
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For close up: In first place and
winner of the Johnny Neptune Trophy
was Michael Jordan; in second position
was Jack Gleadow and in third place
Joe Harper.
For stage magic: First place, and the
Phyllis Davison Trophy, was awarded to
Jack Gleadow, with Steven Bridges in
second position and Mandy Colvan in
third.
Huge thanks to Cynthia Neptune and
everyone else who helped organise
and take part in the day - it was great!
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense!)

★★

Linking Laces

Takes practice

Paul Harris, David Jockisch,
William Goodwin ❚ reviewed by Matthew Field
The popularity of David Blaine’s “Wanna see a trick?”
television performances in the U.S. has led to the
release of many of the effects he performed on
screen. One of these, “Self Tying Shoelaces”, has
now been varied so it is the spectator’s shoelaces
that get entwined (not tied) - and there’s no
gimmick!

Book with ac
companying
DVD.
£15.99 plu
s £1.50 p&p
from
alakazam.co
.uk

Value for mo
ney?

8/10

8/10

Amaze your
friends?

Worth the p
This is not a self-working effect. As with most
ractice?
rope tricks, descriptions to loop end A over end B
making a half-twist can get fairly muddy, so the
method is described in a 28 page book with 52
photos. A second method is included with an additional dozen
pictures. And to make things as clear as possible there’s an accompanying DVD which
explains everything as well.

7/10

The package is well done and the effect - well, puzzling. I can’t call having your shoelace
loops linked together a miracle but it’s a good effect to add to your Street Magic repertoire.

★

Unexpected

Easy to do
(but presentation always needs practice)

Mark Spelman and Peter Nardi
total.
hrs. 42 min
2-DVD set, 2
om
fr
p
&
p
0
s £2.5
£32.99 plu
k.
.u
o
.c
m
www.alakaza

ney?
Value for mo

7/10

❚ reviewed by Matthew Field

So there you are, you mindreading wizard, with nothing in your pockets and the crowd asks you to
do something spectacular. So what do you do?
The answers are on this two-disc DVD set by Peter Nardi
and Marc Spelmann, both of whom are mentalists. A
total of twelve effects are explained, none of which
require anything special.

friends?
Amaze your

For the most part these are old chestnuts, relatively
simple effects, but effective nonetheless. Three
favourites of mine: are “Perfect ESP” - two packets of
business cards with ESP symbols written on them
ce?
ti
c
ra
p
e
th
are shuffled by the spectator and the performer.
h
Wort
They each deal cards to the table, the performer
going first. The five cards match. “Underhand
Thoughts” is a nice drawing duplication, always an effective
demonstration of your super powers. “A Tribute to Mr. Kane” is a prediction effect in which
the spectator moves a banknote among five business cards set out in a row.

8/10

8/10

The tricks are good, the materials needed are just some business cards, a pen, some
banknotes and a random book or magazine, maybe a wineglass. (There’s also a Coin Bend
that will take preparation but is something you might carry with you every day, if you wish.)
This is a useful DVD set for any magician.
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Zoom, Bounce and Fly
Jeff McBride

★★★
Takes a lot of practice

❚ reviewed by Matthew Field
Every once in a while an excellent performer comes along
and teaches material he actually uses in his professional act and that’s what we have here from Jeff McBride.
As you know, in addition to his fine magic, Jeff performs
first-class manipulation in his act. Part of the manipulation
segments is his card shooting, and that’s what is on this
DVD. Jeff goes through just about everything you need to
know, from what type of cards to use, how to prepare
them, how to use loading gimmicks, how to arc the cards
and lots more.
Jeff warns that throwing cards out into the audience
can be dangerous to soft things, such as spectators’
eyeballs. He stresses that the techniques he performs
effortlessly involve a “not easy to master technique.
They will take weeks, months, even years to perfect”.

DVD, 43 min
s.
£21.99 plus
£2.00 p&p fr
om
www.alakaza
m.co.uk.

Value for mo
ney?

9/10

8/10

Amaze your
friends?

Worth the p
ractice?

8/10

As with Jeff’s excellent manipulation videos this is the real work from a real master. The DVD has
about 35 minutes of instruction, plus a six-minute show reel from his Abracadazzle show, and
three minutes of performance video showing the card spinning portion of Jeff’s act.
Also included is a gimmick, the “McGrip-Tip Super Card Shooter”. This is a specially made very short thumbtip made of
soft rubber, which allows sure traction when zooming, bouncing and flying the cards.
So everything is there – the performance, the gimmick, and the instruction from a master - all you have to add is the work!

Quick Change
by Sven Schoppenhauer
ook £47.
Hard cover b
ic
ennett Mag
from Keith B
posted free
7
4
£
ic.com
www.kbmag

ney?
Value for mo

7/10

7/10

friends?
Amaze yours

ractice?
Worth the p

10/10

❚ reviewed by YMC Member Tom Anderson

I bought this book a while back and, because it was so useful to me, I decided to review it for you. It
teaches you, step by step, how to make different costume changes. It has all the techniques to create
your own and contains information about all the different hook ups to use. There are so many styles of
pulling this off, literally, you can really let yourself be creative.
If you do not fancy spending time making a full costume,
there are smaller changes in this book. They include shirt
change, bow tie change, sleeve colour change and
many more. These can be very strong effects if used
correctly. This book also covers the things that could
possibly go wrong too. For those of you who saw
the first series of "America’s got Talent", David and
Dania did an entire act of just quick changes. And
to no surprise, they were America’s favourite and
won the series!

My last stage act (The Young Magician of the
Year heats) contained a quick change. It was from a white suit
with a black bow tie, to a black suit with a red tie. A couple weeks later I received a cd
containing my act. When it got to the change, there were actually gasps from the audience.
Interestingly one of the parts of the book I enjoyed most were the little funny pictures on
each chapter and these are drawn by our very own Ali Bongo!
I can say that this has been the best book I have ever purchased so I strongly recommend
you looking into this – It will certainly help you to be creative!
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Ben Kahan
Favourite non-magic book?
The Power of Five series by Anthony Horowitz.
Favourite film?
I love loads of movies - I guess my favourites are The Usual
Suspects, Kiss Kiss Bang Bang and City of God.
Favourite music?
Don’t really mind but at the moment I’m hooked on Kasabian.
Favourite magician?
Derren Brown - he’s just so original, he’s a fantastic performer and
role model; and he’s a really nice guy too.
What kind of magic do you enjoy most?
Close up just because it’s so impressive and skilful to see magic up
close.
What do you enjoy most about ‘Secrets’?
Mandy’s Magic Words of course! Close second is the puzzle page.
Favourite magic DVD?
Trilogy from Ellusionist, it’s fantastic.
Strongest non-magical performing influences?
Simon Pegg and Nick Frost, the guys who can do everything.
Strongest magical influences?
All the people in the YMC - you rock!
Favourite store?
Davenports is always great but I usually buy magic from
www.eMagictricks.co.uk or www.MagicBox.com.

Ben Kahan was four when he was given a Marvin's Magic present - and
it soon became an obsession. Once he joined the YMC to learn more
about close up magic he quickly enjoyed meeting new friends and
entering competitions. Ben is also doing magic for his Duke of Edinburgh
skill.

Favourite magic on TV?
All the Derren Brown series.
Which magician would you most like to be and why?
Penn or Teller, because they’ve got such a great vibe between
them, I’d love to have that.
Three people, living or dead, you would like to meet?
David Blaine, Ian McKellen and Harry Houdini.

Age? 13.
Current home?
Watford.
Hobbies?
Magic, loads of sports, hanging out with friends, making websites.
Favourite magic book?
The Royal Road to Card Magic – without a doubt the best magic book on
cards you will ever read.

Tips for anyone getting into magic?
Don’t get props to start with, just get a pack of cards, and a book,
and practise. It’s the fastest and best way to gain skill for ANY
tricks – practising with cards makes your fingers really nimble and
makes doing stuff like coin magic considerably easier.
Some people I would like to thank in magic?
All you guys in the YMC, and Mr Berglas for getting me into magic.
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MAGICSEEN ISSUE 15 - JULY 07 OUT NOW

magicbox

JESTERS MAGIC
(James Smith)

78 High Street,
Lincoln, LN5 8AA

01522 525353

MASSIVE DVD SALE
MANY TITLES ONLY £14.99
GREEN BICYCLES NOW ONLY £1.50
FREE CATALOGUE
PRESENTING THE LATEST
AND BEST EFFECTS
TEL:01912325335
www.magicbox.uk.com

er
f
f
O
l
Great
Specia
Bill Goldman Value
5 effects pack
only £15 inc p&p

ALBION MAGIC

8 Florence Grove, Stone Cross,
West Bromwich, B71 3LL 0121 532 4509
Contact: Alex Powell 07831115448
wwww.albionmagiccompany.co.uk

Martin Sanderson
Makers of Fine Quality Hand Crafted Magic...

www.colinrosemimc.co.uk
See Website for Product Information
Special Magic for Young Magicians Club
(Offer Ends 1st March 2006)
Patrick Page’s Magic Paddle...£10.00
Dutch Sandwich...£35.00
Mini Flash Frame...£25.00

Close-up DVDs
4U
Visit our website

www.sanderson-magic.com
or telephone 0845 900 1317
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ANSWERS TO
FUNNY BUNNY
JUNE PUZZLE
1. ROSE
2. TULIP OR LUPIN
3. BUTTERCUP
4. DANDELION
5. PINK or LILY
6. PANSY
7. SUNFLOWER
8. DAISY
9. IRIS
10. POPPY
11. DAFFODIL or
MAGNOLA

Robert Baxt is a top US comedy magician who will be appearing at the IBM
Convention in Southport. He has kindly given me a copy of his DVD as a prize for
‘Secrets’.
To win all you have to do is:
Send me the names of TWO British magicians appearing at the convention. Answers
by post or email August 31st.
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